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the mechanical design of the instrument or in the
that prevents substitution of some other suitable
visible region.

This work is part of the research program in

NACA TN 3656

method of analysis, c“, I

spectral line in the
-/J,

high-temperature meas-
urements currently-conductedat the NACA Lewis laboratory.

PRINCIPLE OF INSTRUMENT

When certain compounds sre added to a hot gas, their atoms radiate
monochromatic light. A spectral line may thenbe observed through a
spectroscope. Also, the radiation from a lamp shining through the gas
to a spectroscope may be observed as a continuous spectrum extending from
the line. The spectral line appears brighter than the continuum if the
lamp temperature is low enough. As the lamp temperature is increased,
the continuum brightness becomes equal to and then greater than the
brightness of the spectral line. When the spectral-linebrightness
matches the continuum, the line disappears and the state of line reversal
exists. Line reversal is based on Kirchhoffts law, which states that
emissivity equals absorptivity at any wavelength.

At line reversal the lamp temperature is uniquely related to the
gas temperature when thermal equilibrium exists between the gas and the
atoms of the added compound. A lamp calibration then gives the gas tem-
perature in terms of lamp current.

The pyrometer described in this paper replaces the two conventional
manual operations of the line-reversal method, namely, observing the
spectral line through a spectroscope and controlling the lamp current to
produce reversal. The self-balancing pyrometer, shown in figure 1, con-
sists of an enclosed optical unit that projects a light beam across the
gas to a reflector. The light is reflected back to the optical unit,
which contains a spectroscope and a photocell that detects deviations
from reversal of the spectral line. The photocell signal is sent to an
electrical unit containing a self-balancing system which adjusts the
current through the lamp in the optical unit to restore the state of
reversal.. The lamp current, related to the gas temperature by a previous
calibration is continuously indicated by the ammeter.

Principal details of the self-balancing system are shown in figure
2. The spectroscope prism receives light from both the colored gas and
the law through aperture S1 and entrance slit S2, and the spectrum

is focused at the plane of the exit slit S3. Slit S3 vibrates sinus-

oidally at 60-cps line frequency and is positioned along ‘thespectrum to
‘transmitlight to the photomltiplier from the spectral line at the slit
center position, from a shorter adjacent wavelength in the continuum at

(,,
.’

— — —
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one peak of amplitude, and from a longer adjacent wavelength in the con-
tinuum at the other peak of amplitude. As the slit vibrates, flux from
the spectral line is compared alternately with flux from the two adjacent
wavelengths during each cycle of slit motion. When the spectral line is
not at reversal, a difference of light flux between the spectral line and
the adjacent wavelengths generates a 120-cPs signal. The signal is
transmitted from the-photomultiplierto th~
motor, and variable transformer, which then
restore the state of line reversal.

ANALYSIS

—
self-balancing amplifier,
adjusts the lamp current to

The radiation terminology to be used follows the definitions of
reference 3.

Under blackbody conditions, the monochromatic areal intensity of a
radiating source
pendix A):

For nonblackbody

is given by Plsnckrs equation (symibolsdefined in ap-

conditions, including an

(1]

optical transmission factor %
between the radiating source and the point of observation, the monochro-—
matic areal intensity at the point of observation is

(2)

The monochromatic areal intensity is defined in terms of radiant flux as

or

This analysis will be concerned with reversal
In figure 3 the monochromatic areal intensity Nk

shown plotted as a function of wavelength with the

of the
at the

(33

(4)

sodium D-lines.
spectroscope is

two D-lines shown
bright; dsrk, and at reversal. Let th; spectral-linewidth of one D-line
at its half-maximm areal intensitybe Axt. (The width at the half-

maximum will be termed the bandwidth.”) The band width A% transmitted

by the spectroscope slit may have to be made considerable greater than

—-—-..——-.——.——.
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AAt because of

chosen in order
Aht may change

sodium atoms in

limited resolution of the spectroscope, or it may be so ...

to gain the increased light flux. Furthermore, the width
by a factor as large as 20 as the concentration of the u
the flame changes. In this instrument A~d of 12 A was

chosen to be large enough to span both D-lines, which have 6-A separation.

Also indicated in figure 3 me the wavelength intervals transmitted
by slit S3 during 1 cycle of its sinusoidal motion. The two peaks of

slit amplitude correspond to center wavelengths of Ac = 5881 A and

Xe = 5905 A, and to respective band widths of ‘2 - Al .Akc and

Ad - h3 =Aie. The center position-of motion corresponds to a center

wavelength Ad = 5893 A having a band width AAd = X3 - X2 = 12 A which

contains both D-lines.

In figure 4 are shown the light fluxes transmittedby the slit to
the photocell, during 1 cycle of slit motion, when the D-lines are
brighter, equal to, or darker than the adjacent spectrum. The alternat-
ing component of light flux is zero at reversal. The alternating com-
ponent has a 180° phase shift as reversal is passed through, from a
bright D-line to a @k D-line. A phase-sensitive self-balancing system
can detect the state of reversal.

Slit S3 oscillates between two predetermined wavelengths. This may

cause an error in reversal determinationbecause both the photocell sen-
sitivity and the lamp intensity vsxy with wavelength. Other errors may
arise because of reflection from the lamp filament, variation of sodium
content of the gas, and dirtying of the windows. Some of these errors
shift the temperature indication; others reduce the sensibility of meas-
urement. The following development of the reversal equations will in-
clude these effects, establish the magnitude of the errors they intro-
duce, and show how these errors are reduced or avoidedby appropriate
instrument design.

Single-Pass System

For convenience in derivation of instrument errors, the conventional
single-pass optical system will be considered first. Then, assuming that
some instrument errors are eliminated by an appropriate design, the addi-
tion of a reflector for the double-pass system will be considered.

The components of the light flux shown in figure 5 are used to write
the reversal equation, equation (B9), in appendix B. One flux component
includes the lamp reflection factor P7J because the ribbon-filament sur-

face is assumed to be perpendicular to the optical axis. The reflection
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factor maybe considered zero if the filament is tilted enough to reflect
light away from the condensing-lens aperture. In this instrument the
condensing-lens aperture ratio is too large to permit sufficient tilt.

Manipulation of the reversal equation yields a photocell signal
current that has both 60- and 120-cps components. The 60-cps current
can be almost eliminated by a suitable color filter %4 as specified

in appendix B, equation (B7). The self-balancing system operates to
reduce the 120-cps current to zero. At this balance point, the reversal
equation (eq. (B9], appendix B) can be written as

where

‘r ‘s

‘d,g T2p2(l -= ~l&d,ZNd,Z - 1 ‘r)Nd,g ‘~d,Z (5)

~d, 1 is defined in equation (B9), and an effective emissivity

defined as

(6) Or (B1O)

The condition in equation (5) when the last two terms on the right
side of the equation are zero represents the idealized condition; that
is, the monochromatic areal intensity Nd,”g that the gas would Tossess

if it were a blackbody is equal to the monochromatic areal intensity

%&d,ZNd,2 of the lamp radiation at the gas location. The lamp radia-

tion is assumed to have been correlated with the temperature of a black-
body at the gas location by calibration with an optical pyrometer.

The second term on the right side of equation (5) exists when either
the gas or the lamp is not ’,ablackbody. The first two terms are a single-
pass-system calibration equation:

‘d,g = ‘l&d,2Nd,Zzf (7)

where

1=~ =
1 -+z(l - &r)

(8)

. .—..—_..._ .-. —-.—.———-———— -—.——— ...—.—..—-.
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Table I lists the values of z~ for representative values of Tl, with

pz= l-&3 = 0.57, calculated from equation 18). If the value of &r

is not known, a value of Zt
1

corresponding to a median value &r = 0.5

may be assumed. The limit of temperature error made by this assumption
ranges from +L.6 percent for %1 = 0.85 to +0.2 percent for Z1 = 0.3.

“Theeffective emissivity Gr may be ‘measuredby the procedure described

in appendix B.

The third term
This error wou.ldbe
transmissivity %4,

%

on the right side of equation (5) represents an error. 2

zero only if the photocell sensitivity V, the filter
the lamp emissivity 82, the lamp monochromatic areal

intensity Nzj and the dispersion of the glass of the spectroscope prism

all varied linearly with wavelength k in the region Ac=X=Xe. Since

at least some of the preceding quantities vsxy nonlinearly with wave-
length, an error results that causes a shift of temperature indication.
The error is considered as an appsrent change ~a, z in the value of

‘d,Z“ This apparent change in lamp radiation maybe related to the change

in temperature indication by differentiating Planck*s radiation equation.
.

This equation yields the error in temperature indication causedby the
nonlinearities:

(9)

J’A3The error ATl varies inversely as &d,gdk (eq. (B9)), which

+2
depends on the concentration of sodium atoms. The error contributedby
nonlinearities is minimized by injecting an appropriately phased 120-cps
electric bucking signal into the photocell voltage supply. In the present
instrument, the original error ATZ/T7 was as much as 2 percent near to

the low-temperature limit of the instrument; this error is reducedby the
bucking signal by a factor of at least 3.

Double-Pass System

In the analysis without reflector, three center wavelengths Ac,

Ad, and le were usedto derive andto point out the errors of the self-

balancing system. These errors have been substantially eliminated (by
use of an appropriate color filter and an appropriately phased electric .,
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used to
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voltage); so it is now possible to study the effect of the re-
alone. The components of the light flux shown in figure 6 are
write the reversal equation, equation (B18), in appendix B.

Manipulation of the equation yields-the calibration”equat~~n for a
double-pass system:

‘d,g = ‘l&d,2Nd,Z’%

where

(10) or (B20)

(11) or (B21)

Equation (11) represents solely the effect of a reflector and the doubled-
light-path length through the gas, including lamp-filament reflection.

Table 11 lists the values of’ %3 for representative values of
‘1

and ‘r3,with pz = 1 - &2 = 0.57, calculated from equation (11). If

the value of &r is not known, a value of @
3

corresponding to a median

value &r = 0.5 maybe assumed. The limit of temperature error made by

this assumption ranges from M1.4 percent for ‘cl= 0.3 and T3 = 0.7

to +0.2 percent for %1 = 0.4 and %3 = 0.9.

DESIGN

Optical Unit

Construction of the optical unit is shownby the photographs of
figure 7. All the components are attached to a l/4-inch-thick Duraluminum
plate which is suspended inside a sheet-metal case by three .vibration-
insulating mounts. The light projection components (tig. 7(a)) are all
located on one side of the plate. The spectroscope and photocell com-
ponents (fig. 7(b)) are attached to the other side of the plate. The
weight of the asseniblyin its case is 26 pounds.

Both the optical unit and prism reflector are remountable from mount-
ing plates to which they are secured by two thumb screws. The mounting
plates may be permanently attached to the test apparatus or other struc-
ture. The projection lamp must be operated base do~m for proper cooling.

The final alinement of the optical unit with the prism reflector can
be performed from the outside of the case by means of an auxilisry, built-
in lsmp and mirror system. The reflector face can be viewed through an
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opening in
inside the
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the optical-unit case, and the optical assembly can be moved
case until the projected image of the lamp filament is cen-

tered on the reflector face. An eyepiece is provided to permit visual
observation of the spectrum to check the reversal point.

All essential components of the optical system are shown in figure
8. Their specifications sre listed in table III. Photometric design
considerations are outlined in reference 4.

Reflector

The light beam leaving the optical unit is almost parallel, the
spectroscope requires only a central core of the projected light, and
the reflector is of the corner-cube type. As a result of these features,
the reflector, after initial alinement, may be rotated and translated an
appreciable amount in any direction without introducing sufficient optical
misalinement to cause measurement error. The benefits of this tolerance
are

(1) The optical unit and reflector may be mounted independently, a ,.
rigid connecting structure being unnecessary.

(2) The assembly of components in the opticsl unit may be suspended
by rubber vibration isolators within the protective case.

(3) No error is caused by refraction of the light beam in gas tem-
perature gradients. The refraction wou.ldotherwise deflect the light
beam partly off the optical-unit objective lens.

An unobstructed distance up to 5 feet separating the reflector and
optical unit was chosen as a practical maximnm. When the gas tempera-
ture is surveyed along the light beam, the space volume observed at any
instant has a cross section 0.2 inch high by 0.7 inch wide and a depth
occupied by the sodium vapor.

Compensation for Ambient Temperature and Pressure

The spectroscope design, shown h fiWe 8) avoids appreciable drift
of the D-line from slit S3 due to thermal expansion or to acceleration.

However, drift is causedby a change of angular deviation of light through
the prism. Angular deviation is affected by a glass refractive-index
change with temperature and an air refractive-index change with tempera-
ture and barometric pressure.

d
Ifj initially at temperature Tl, wave-

length ~, and refractive index n, the prism and air temperatures are

changed to T2, a new wavelen@h is transmitted to slit S3, since the

slit position corresponds to a particular value of n.
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The expressions for wavelength shift due to temperature and pres-
sure are

r

representative values,

og~z= -1.5 X10-5 A-l

()anmgz= 3.5x10-6/OR at 528° R

()%a=-0.55x10-6/% at 528° R

()%a
= 2.9x10-4 ‘1atm

The resulting effects sxe

()amn = 0.27 A/oR

/

(12)

(13)

= 19 A/atm

These values show that usual ambient-temperature changes produce a greater
wavelength shift than usual barometric changes. Therefore, temperature
compensation in the
strips to translate
barometric-pressure

instrument is effected by using
the spectroscope lens normal to
compensation is omitted. .

Effect of Tunnel Windows

a pair-of bimetal
the optical axis;

If the gas is enclosed, windows must be provided in the enclosure
walls. The windows then become part of the optical system.

.
In the calibration, there is only a single pass of light through the

tunnel windows. However, during normal use of the instrument, there is a

.... ..—...— _ _
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double pass of light through the windows, and the reflector is used. If o
the window and reflector suxfaces possess nonzero reflectance, and if
the window surfaces are positioned normal to the light path, the several ..‘
reflections of light from the glass surfaces will affect the reversal
indication. Errors of -20° to -30° R can be obtained. These errors can
be reducedby coating all surfaces for minimum reflectance at about 6200
A; the errors can be avoidedby tilting the windows about 5°. The re-
flector surface and the elements of the optical unit are already coated
for low reflectance or are tilted.

ql

Since the window transmission factor is included in the calibration,
to’+!

the calibration will be changed if the windows become dirty. To keep the
windows clean, the windows maY be set back from the gas stream by a length
of metal pipe and shielded by injecting a constant flow of clean air which
flows from the window toward the gas. The windows should preferably also
be shieldedby a shutter which opens only when a reading is taken.

Electrical Circuit of System

A simplified circuit of the system is sho~m in figure 9. A constant- ,,
voltage transformer regulates the line voltage to a high-voltage direct-
current power supply for the photomltiplier and also to two cascaded
variable autotransformerswhich control the voltage applied to a 12.6-
volt-lamp transformer.

The lamp-transformer output is rectified full wave and filteredby
bridged-T null networks which sre tuned to the 120-cycle and 240-cycle
ripple frequencies. The ribbon-filament lamp also acts as a long-time-
constant filter for thermal fluctuation; so the light output is steady.

Light from the lamp, after passing through the optical-system, is
converted to a current by the photomultiplier. To correct for the non-
linearities treated in the ANALYSIS section, a 120-cycle component is
added to the photomultiplier dynode voltage by a full-wave rectifier
circuit. The alternating component of the photocurrent flows through a
120-cycle tuned transformer to the smplifier, where it is converted to
60 cycles and amplified as required to drive the self-balancingmotor.
This frequency conversion-circuit, sho~,min figure 10, prevents motor
drive by an out-of-phase 120-cycle input or any phase 60-cycle input.
In the circuit following the frequency converter is a band-pass filter,
tuned to 60 cycles, which attenuates the unwanted harmonics. A flat-toP
transfer characteristic of 30-cycle band width is obtainedby feedback
through a null circuit consisting of cascaded parallel-T and bridged-T
networks.

~
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Stability of

A prototype self-balancing

Self-Balancing System

system, including the ribbon-filament
lamp and photomultiplier in a self-balancing loop, was used to test the
stability characteristics of the system. It was found that satisfactory
performance could be obtained at all temperature indications if

(1) The radiant flux sensibility of the self-balancing system was
proportional to the flux on the photomultiplier.

(2) The self-balancing system changed the lsmp voltage at a rate
that was proportional to the lamp voltage. This change of lamp voltage
is produced in the instrument by cascading a two-gang variable-voltage
autotransformer, as shown in figure 9.

The lamp brightness increases approximately as the 12th power of
temperature at the D-1ine wavelength. As specifiedby condition (1),
the corresponding radiant flux must be matchedby increased sensibility.
The sensibility increase is o’btainedby reducing the photonmltiplier
dynode voltage as the temperature rises. This is done by ganging the
high-voltage potentiometer in figure 9 to the motor and variable-voltage
transformers and shunting the potentiometer at two taps on the winding.

Photomultiplier Noise

Associated with the photomultiplier cathode

due to light flux and thermionic current it is

current in (ref. 5):

direct currents idc

an alternating noise

% = e~(it + idc)
.

where e is the charge on an electron, 1.6X10-19 coulomb. The maximum
value of the 120-cycle signal current is at deviation from line reversal

is, in this instrument using both D-lines,

The signal-to-noise ratio is

.
=s 14idc
v=-
% 6 2eAf

where it <Ridc. The light flux transmittedby the spectroscope is so

small that the root-mean-square noise current is on the order of the

. ______ .___+____ ..__ __ .-._ __________ . . .— .. ..—.—.——— —
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sensibility at low-temperature indications. Therefore, the noise must .

be reducedby limiting the frequency response Af by means of a filter.
Three filters are used. Two of them are within the self-balancing loop
even though the stability of the self-balancing system is thereby reduced. ‘
One filter within the loop is the photomltiplier output transformer,
resonated at 120 cycles by a condenser. The second filter is the one
within the amplifier. Outside the loop, a filter is provided for the
lamp ammeter input. This filter has a “high-frequencycut-off point con-
siderably lower than that of the filters within the loop.

The cascaded variable-voltagetransformer is advantageous at low
temperatures, where it decreases the rate of lamp temperature change
with self-balancingmotor rotation.

w
4!
m:
-1

Sodium-Compound Injector

Injection of a salt-water solution or spray into the gas stream was
found to be troublesome because of clogging of the metering devices by
caked salt. However, injection of a dry dust of sodium bicarbonate was
satisfactory. Powder is metered.by the device shown in figure 11. A
motor-driven circular saw blade is immersed in the powder.

6
As the blade

rotates, each tooth space csrries a few grains into a slot where air
flowing through a drilled passage swept by the tooth spaces serves to
carry away the grains to the injector probe. An air flow rate of 2 cubic
feet per hour is sufficient. When the saw speed is varied over a 600:1
ratio, the rate of powder flow follows in proportion. A range from
3.7xl,0-7to 2.2x10-4 pounds per second is provided. Powder flows only
when the saw rotates. However, the air flow is maintained at all times
during operation to prevent possible clogging at the probe tube endby
condensed moisture.

The l-inch-diameter saw blade is driven by a l/75-horsepower, syn-
chronous motor through its 1:6 speed reducer and a pair of tandem-
connected speed changers of continuously variable ratio} each speed

changer having a ratio range of 1/35 to 5/7.

OPERATION

Alinement of Ribbon-Filament Lamp with Spectroscope

Precise alinement of the ribbon-filament lamp is obtainedby use of
the alinement lamp built into the optical unit of figure 2. A small
mirror is introduced between S2 and the spectroscope prism, and the

.

alinement-lamp filament is focused on S2, which then acts as a source of

light. The beam is projected from S2 to the splitter plate and out from J
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the optical unit, where it defines the external optical axis of the in-
strument. A screen placed at the reflector shows the physical location
of the optical axis. NOW the ribbon-filament lamp is turned on, and its
filament image is focused on the screen. The ribbon-filament lamp is
then moved as required to center its projected light beam about the other
one previously observed on the screen. The optical axes are now coaxial.

A1.inementof Optical Unit with Reflector

The optical unit is alined with the reflector %yusing
lamp. The projected beam should be centered on the apex of
The position of the beam maybe observed on a target placed

the alinement
the reflector.
over the cen-

tral area of the reflector face. When the installation of the reflector
and optical unit prevents a direct view of the tmget, a built-in mirror
system temporarily inserted between the splitter plate and the condensing
lens reflects the line of sight to the back of the optical unit from where
the target canbe observed.

Calibration

For calibration, a conventional monochromatic optical pyrometer of
the disappearing-filamenttype replaces the reflector and its adjacent
window. The pyrometer is focused on the lamp filament, and the relation
between the lamp-current and the optical-pyrometer reading is determined.
(Details of the calibration technique are presented in appendix. ) The
optical-pyrometerreading gives the “brightness of the lamp at the gas
location.t’ The lamp current $an be varied manuallyby turning the vsria-
ble transformer (fig. 2) by means of the knob on the side of the elec-
trical unit (fig. 1). A tabulation of lamp current against pyrometer
indication is obtained.

A temperature correction to the optical-p~ometer readings is then
made for the lamp-filament emissivities at the pyrometer wavelength of
6650 A and the D-line wavelength of 5893 A, and also for the transmission
factor ‘rI. The correction is derived in appendix C. Further correction

is then made for the factor z:. These corrections are made by use of

figures 12tand 13 and table 11.

Table IV shows the steps in the lamp calibration involving, succes-
sively, the observation of the optical-pyrometer reading, correction for
typical values of ‘z and % , and correction for Ti.

1 3
A calibration

curve is prepared from the initial and final columns.

.
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Sodium Injection Rate

The quantity J
‘3

&d,~di strongly affects reversal sensitivity.
‘2

This is shown by equation (B9), appendix B, where the sensitivity to the
difference of monochromatic areal intensity ~l&d,lNd,Z - Nd,g is pro-

J
‘3

portions.1to the product @dT2~d,4 X2 &d,gdL AIso, by equation (B9)~

J
‘3 3

the correction for the nonlinearities varies inversely with cd,g~. 2
‘2

It is therefore desirable that the integral be large. This is obtained
when the amount of sodium injected is large, as illustrated in figure 14
for the spectral absorption of one D-line. The area between any curve

J

X3
and the line Nk = No is proportional to ~ &d,gall. This area is a

measure of the signal power available to a detector of reversal.

The curve for ~y<el is obtained when a very small amount of

sodium is in the gas, so that the absorptivity ad,g is less than 1, .

and the half-maximum band width A% is about 0.1 A at atmospheric pres-

sure. As the amount of sodium is increased, ~y>l.0, the absorptivity

at A. is close to”a maximum of l.Oj and then, as the tiount increases

further, ~y>>l, the band width A~ increases to as much as several

angstroms. .

Optimum sensibility for visual observation of one D-line is obtained
when a.d,g= 1.0 at ~, and A% is at least as great as the resolution

A% of the spectroscope. For the instrument itself, sufficient line ab-

sorption is obtained when ax,g = 0.5 at wavelengths 0.5 A from each

side of the center wavelength ?LO

been chosen for the rate of sodium

If a vaporizing efficiency of
of sodium bicarbonate injection as
is

TT = f22Myp

of one D-line. This criterion has

injection derived in appendix D.

100 percent is assumed, the rate w
derived in appendix D, equation (D1O),

p < 20 atm

}

(14)

p >20 atm

A
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where

cl = 5.9X1O-6 1% atm in.-l ‘1sec

C2 = 1.38x10-8 lb atm-l in.-l- ‘1sec

The injection rate w is expressed in terms of readily measurable gas
stream quantities (Mach number M, static pressure p, and path length
Y) through a cylindrically shaped stream of sodium vapor.

An upper limit of the gas pressure p is set by the half-maximm
D-line yidth Akt, which increases with pressure. A width of 3 A is the

maximum that should be used with the existing amplitude of motion of slit
S3 in the instrument. The upper limit of the gas pressure corresponding

to 3 A is given approximately by equation (D4), appendix D, and is 61
atmospheres. This limit can be extended if the amplitude of slit motion
is increased.

The gas tends to be cooled by the added mass of both the sodium
compound and the air that trans~orts it through the injector pro%e. The
cooling due to air can be estimated from its flow rate of approximately
2 cubic feet yer hour. The cooling effect is usually negligible at 1
atmosphere of pressure.

In
sodium,
foreign

Gas Contamination

practice, the cross section of the gas may be contaminated with
small luminous particles such as carbon, or larger particles of
material. This contamination can introduce a temperature error

if the gas temperature is not constant along the light pa~h or if the
particles are not at the gas temperature.

If sodium contamination is significant, the instment will indicate
an “average” gas temperature before the local sodium injection. After
local injection a different temperature maybe indicated, but this tem-
perature is incorrect by an amount dependent upon the relative optical
strengths of the contamination and local injection. Correction for the
error is not considered herein. ,It is complicated because the emissivity
of contaminating sodium is a rapidly varying function of wavelength.
Instead of a correction, the contamination should be avoided. If that
is not possible, an element such as lithium, which is not likely to con-
taminate the gas, couldbe used.

The error due to contaminationby particles such as carbon or foreign
material can be estimated or corrected by a method derived in appendix E
for a single- as well as a double-pass system. The method is valid for

—.. . . .—--—..__— ___ _________ —-— ———.—._ ——. — —
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a contaminant emissivity in the range between O and 0.1, a psrticle tem-
A

‘peraturedifferent from the gas temperature, andts.kes into account the
position and cross section of the locally injected sodium in relation
to the gas stream.

Sensibility

Sensibility may be checked while the pyrometer is operating with the
specified sodium concentration in the gas. The system is displaced from
balance ~osition by manually rotating the balancing motor. Upon release,
the system returns towsrd balance. An approach toward balance from both
directions will ~roduce a dead zone observable on the lamp ammeter. The
temperature sensibility is one-half this dead zone.

Another method of sensibility measurement is to observe the shift
in gas-temperature indication caused when one or more clean windows are
inserted between the optical unit and the gas. This has the effect of
lowering the apparent brightness of the radiation from the lamp by a
fraction equal to the transmission factor z of the windows. Differen- .
tiation of Planckts equation shows that this change in brightness corre-
sponds to an apparent change ALl!=

&
in gas temperature given by

0

Denote by AT& the indicated gas-temperature change when the window

is alternately inserted and removed. If o<~~<~g> the sensibility is

given by#ATg - AT*) . A typical clean window has a transmission factor

of 0.92, yielding ATg = 22° R at Tg = 3500° R.

PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS

!J!estswere made in atunnel by burning gasoline (ref. 6) and produc-
ing exhaust-gas flow through a concentric A.S.M.E. nozzle of 4-inch diam-
eter. The tests covered the ranges 0.3<M<0.7, p = 1 atmosphere, and
2900° R<Tg<39000 R.

Preliminary tests were concerned with the determination of some of
the optical constants involved in the calibration, the operation of the
powder injection method, and operation of the self-balancing Systemj

final tests were concerned with an intercomparison of various D-line
reversal measurements, and with a comparison of the D-1ine reversal PY- 4

rometer with a pneumatic-probe pyrometer and”a thermocouple pyrometer.
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Calibration Constants

The transmission factor of the optical unit, without tunnel window,
was separately determined to be 0.474; the transmission factor of a 2-
inch-thick, uncoated, fused quartz tunnel window was separately deter-
mined to be 0.923. Thus, the resultant value of ‘cl was 0.437. This

value was used with figure 12 to provide the first correction to the
optical-pyrometerreading.

The transmission factor of the reflector alone was separately deter-
mined to be 0.860; combined with the doubled transmission through another
2-inch-thick fused quartz window, the resultant transmission factor ~3

was 0.733. From table 11, with &r = 0.50, an average value of ‘r: is

therefore 0.86. This value was used with figure 13 to provide a final
correction to the optical-pyrometerreading. -

Powder Injection Pattern

With the mouth of the powder-injecting probe located on the center-
line of the nozzle exit and in the plane of the exit, where there was
little turbulence, a cylindrical stream of yellow-colored gas of about
3/4-inch diameter was maintained at least 12 inches downstream of the
injector at ().3<M<()09.

With the mouth of the probe located in the mixing region downstrea
of the nozzle, a 150-included-angle cone of sodium-containing gas was
maintained for at least 12 inches from the injector.

After leaving the probe mouth, the powder required a distance of
about 1 inch to reach maximum brightness. This was interpreted to be
the distance that the powder required to vaporize and to reach an equi-
librium temperature.

The required sodium bicarbonate powder injection rate was determined
from equation (14) using the appropriate vapor-stream diameter.

Self-Balancing-SystemOperation

Unexpected defects of the self-balancing systems, or unusual causes
such as smibientlight from fluorescent lamps, may conceivably introduce
an error of reversal determination. A general test for the presence of
such an error was made before the heated gas was produced by verifying
that there was no change in temperature indication for any lamp current
within the temperature range of the instrument. Lsmp current was varied
using the knob on the electrical unit (fig. 1).

—. ~—.———.—.-— —.—.
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.

In the middle of the temperature range, temperatures varying at
rates below 500° per second couldbe followed with a time lag of 1/4
second, with a sensibility of 10° R. Time to reach full scale was 3.0
seconds.

Sensibility and Temperature Limits

The sensibility as determinedly insertion of clean glass windows
between the optical unit and the adjacent window was 10° at temperatures
above 33000 R and about 50° R at 3100° R. At gas temperatures below
29000 R, the D-line intensity was insufficient to drive the servomotor.
Reversal could not be observed visually with a manually operated single-
pass system below 2900° R.

The upper temperature limit of the instrument, 4500° R, is set by
the temperature of 5550° R at which it is considered stie to operate the
tungsten-filament lamp without excessively rapid change of calibration
caused by vaporization of the filament and consequent blackening of the
glass bulb.

Comparison of Self-Balancing

6.

and Manual Methods

For manual operation the reflector was replacedby a spectroscope,
and the lamp voltage was controlled manually. In this method the gas
was crossed by the light path only once. Lamp calibration for a single-
pass system (eq. (7) and table I) was used, since the correction for the
presence of the reflector was not applicable. A comparison of the self-
lm.lancingand manual operations is shown in figure 15 with the sodium
injector probe located downstream of the tunnel nozzle, 4 inches upstream
of the light path. The average random deviation was 20° R.

Tests were also made with two sodium injector probes, one located
upstream and one located downstream of the tunnel nozzle, and with both
p=obes in the

Readings

gas at all times. Both probes gave the same indication.

Comparison with Other Types of Thermometers

made on the same gas stream using the automatic D-line
reversal pyrometer, a pneumatic-probe pyrometer, and a thermocouple py-
rometer are compsred in figure 16. No details will be given herein of
these other pyrometers other than to say that the best technique possible
was used, including the application of all kno~,msystematic corrections.
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The agreement among the three instruments is believed to establish
the upper limit of the possible inaccuracy of the D-line reversal in-
strument. Weighting all instruments equally, the average deviation of
the D-line reversal instrument is 60° R.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, April 11, 1956

.—.. —.. - ————.— ——-—— —--—-—
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A

a

b

c

c1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

CT

C8

c

c1

C2

m

The following symbols

srea of aperture

.

APPENDIX A

SYM80LS

are used in this report:

NACA TN 3656

!!

distance from center of sodium vapor stream to edge of gas stream

width of gas stream along light path

geometrical constant of spectroscope, C . ~

sodium-injection-rateconstant, 5.9x10-6 lb atm in.-1 -1sec

sodium-injection-rateconstant, 1.38x10-8 lb atm-l in.-l see-l-
1

Doppler line-width constant, 6.68X10-4 A(OR)- ~

collision line-width constant, 5.03 A(OR)l/2 atm-l

Doppler absorption-coefficientconstant, 1.225x10-22 in.3 for ‘

5896 A; 2.45x10-22 in.3 for 5890 A

lifetime of sodium atom in resonance state, 1.5x10-6 sec

sodium-injection-rateconstant, 1.93x101-gatm in.-l see-l

sodium-injection-rateconstant, 4.5x1016 atm-l in.-l-see-l

velocity of light in vacuo

Planck’s radiation constant, O.58X1O
-12 2

watt-in.

Planck’s radiation constant, 1.016 in. ‘R

frequency band width

fzzlq constant, 1.0 at 5896 A;

i photocell current due to

2.Oat 5890A

radiant flux
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iac

%

is

it

M

N

/r

x,
-2

n

P

R

T

T;

%

t

u

photocell

photocell

photocell

photocell

radiation

direct current

noise current

signal current

due to light flux

thermionic current
.

absorption coefficient

Mach number

monochromatic sreal intensity

nuniberof sodium atoms per unit volume

nuniberof sodium atoms per unit mass of co~ound

refractive index

gas static pressure, atm

specific gas constant for dry air, 1718 sqft/(sec2)(0R)

temperature of object

temperature of blackbody producing, at average wavelength
X =Ad (5893 A), the same monochromatic areal intensity at

the gas location as that produced by the lamp

temperature of blackbody producing, at wavelength ~ = ?LV (6650 A),

the same areal intensity at the gas location as that
produced,by the lamp

gas transmission variable

linear velocity of gas stream

mass flow rate of sodium compound

length of light path through sodium vapor stresm

.-. .. .. .. . .-—..... ~.. _— __ -—. ..—...— ——.—- -— —..-—.——
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absorptivity

ratio of syecific heats for flame gases, 1.25

emissivity

effective emissivity for line reversal

wavelength of radiation

wavelength interval transmitted by spectroscope slit S3, or
spectral-linewidth at half-maximum

wavelengths defined in fig. 3

photocell sensitivity, output

reflectivity of lamp filsment

optical transmission factor

transmission factor

modifying factor of

modifying factor of

transmission factor

transmission factor

modifying factor of

modifying factor of

transmission factor

of optics

current/incident

—.

power

between lamp filament and gas

Z1 due to lsmy-filamentreflection

T1 due to prticles

of optics between gas

in gas

and photocell

of optics between gas-reflector-gas

‘3 due to presence of reflector

%3 due to particles in gas

of color filter

loop transmission factor
absorption

loop transmission factor
absorption

radiant flux

solid angle of radiation

of double-pass system without gas

of double-pass system with gas

stitended about srea A

w
-7
a
-1

*
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Subscripts:

a

av

b

c

D

d

e

g

g2

h

L

1

P

t

v

A

o

air

average

blackbody

center wavelength

Doppler effect

center wavelength

center wavelength

gas

glass

fictitious center

collision of atoms (Lorentzbroadening)

lamp

solid

total

particle in gas stresm

effect of Doppler, Lorentz, and absorption broadening

red color radiation at 6650 A of optical pyrometer

wavelength

reference value, center wavelength of spectral line

23

,

of assumed C-line

of assumed D-line

of assumed E-line

wavelength

.,

-...—__ ._ . ——
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APPENDIX B

REVERSAL EQUATION

Single-Pass System

The reversal equation is to be written in terms of the light fluxes
transmittedby slit S3 at ~, ~, and XeZ and the corresponding photo-

cell currents. It is assumed that the sensitivity of the observing
apparatus may be different at Xc, Ad, and ~e, and akO that the wave-

length intervals AL, A%, and ~ maybe different because of a non-

constant dispersion of the spectroscope. The gas is assumed nonluminous
before sodium is added. The gas emissivity &d,g is assumed to be

an arbitrary, continuously variable function of wavelength & = &(x)
within the interval X2 to X3. Kirchoff’s law is applied. A color
filter ~4 is included. The components of light flux sre shown in

figure 5. The light flux at Ad slit position is

where a = &
g

g by Kirchoffts bW. At ?tC slit position,

Vc = Czp2~c,4&C,zNc ,ZA\

At Ae slit position,

Qe = c=l=2ze,4&e,ZNe,ZAAe

The photocell current ik due to flux (PX is i} = ~~q~ where

represents the photocell circuit sensitivity (out~ut current per
radiant flux) at wavelength k. The change in ph(tocell current
the slit moves from the

The change in photocell
to the c-position is

d-position to the e-position is

ie - id = Yeqe - pd~d

1

*

(Bl) “

(B2)

(B3)

IJ?i

unit
when

(B4)

current when the slit moves from the d-position
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(B5)

The resultant current, after passing through the transformer, produces
a signal that has both 60- and 120-cps components:

The 60-CPS componentis represented, in peak~to-pe~ value, by the difference

(ie - id) - (ic - id) =Weqe - ~cqc
(B6)

K Although this current does not affect the balance point (which is differ-
*
M ent only on 120-cps co~onents), it may nevertheless be large enough to

partially block the amplifier and hence to introduce an undesirably large
dead zone. This 60-cps current can be almost eliminated by choosing the
color filter ‘C4 so that, over the temperate

Pe9e = VCqc or, USing equations (B2) and (B3),

y
~ =C,4 we Ale

()

‘e,ZNe,2.—
~ = WC AAC ‘C,2NC,Z av

, The 120-cps current is represented by the SUIII ~[(ie-id)+ (ic

- id~.
This component operates the self-balancing system to reduce the sum
to zero. Then,

range of interest, –

(B7)

(ie - id) + (ic - id) = O = ‘21Jdqd+ Pe~e + Pcqc
(B8)

or, substituting eqpations (Bl) to (B3),

“ (ie- id) + (ic - id) = O

= [VdT2zd,4~~&djgd$ ~l&d,ZNd,Z-Nd,~T~p7(1-& r)Nd,g+

(
)]

‘led,ZNd,2AXd ‘eTe,4ce,ZNe,ZAXe + PcTc,4&c,zNc,zA\ - ~

J’

3 (B9)2~dTd,4&d,ZNd,Z*Ad

‘d,g
dx

‘2
where the last term can be designated AN

d,z> and an effective emissivity
. &r is defined as

—..—. ..--——— . ...——_______ .—.—. .. . —— - —. —
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(B1O)

J- ‘d,gdx
AZ

The effective emissivity &r may be measured by the following pro-

cedure based on a comparison of single-pass and double-pass measurements
(refs. 7 and 8). The lamp is turned off,.and a black card is placed on
the optical axis next to the lamp to eliminate the factor %*. Sodium
is injected at the specified rate. The photocell alternating-current
output is measured (slit S3 in motion)

(1) With the reflector in place, yielding a current i2 for a
doubled-path length through the gas.

(2) With the reflector and its window covered by a shutter, yielding
a current il for a single-path length through the gas..

(3) With the window next to the optical unit and coveredby a shutter, ~
yielding a dark current i3. The emissivity is calculated from the fol-
lowing equation:

(Bll)

It is necessary
tion rate while

to maintain a
currents i2

constant gas temperature and sodium injec-
and il are measured.

Double-Pass System

In the analysis without reflector, ttiee center wavelengths kc)
)Ld,and Ae were used to derive the reversal equation. In the analysis,
the errors of the self-balancing system were pointed out. These errors
have been substantially eliminated (by use of an appropriate color filter
and an appropriately phased electric bucking voltage); so it is now pos-
sible to study the conditions with a reflector by assuming the following
conditions:

Pc + Pe = 2~d = 2~h

z A + ~e,4 = ~d,4 = ‘h,4
CY-

&cjz + ‘e,Z = 2&d,Z = 2&h,Z

NC,3 i-lTe,2= 2Nd,l = 2Nh,Z

Aic +~~ = mid = ~ih
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and

27

Nc,g +Ne,g= 2Nd,g = 2Nh,g

where, for convenience, the two subscripts c and e are replaced by
one common subscript h. This condition simplifies development of a
reversal equation for the two-pass system.

During operation with the reflector in place, a part of the light
reflected back to the optical unit of figure 2 is transmitted through
the splitter ylate to the lamp filament, where a fraction pz is re-
flected. This reflection occurs for both the gas radiation and the lamp
radiation; its effect is to increase the magnitude of the light-flux
components used in deriving the reversal equations for the case of no
reflector. The areal intensity of each component is multi~liedby

1
when there is no gas absorption and by

1

1- 2TP2=1 3 1- Pz~:~3(l
2

- &x,g)

when there is gas absorption. The second terms of the denominator in
the preceding expressions maybe considered to be “loop transmission
factors”; they willbe designatedby

(1312)

(B13)

The emissivity &d,g will be assumed to be an arbitrary, continu-

ously variable function of wavelength, & =&(X).

At the D-line Ad (fig. 6),

L

J
A3

&d,g(l - &d,g) dh
‘3Nd,g

l-**‘cd
AZ

At Xh lTithlamp variables &h,ZNh,Z

-.2

A3

J]‘d>g+ ‘d,g dX (B14)

1-T?
‘2

= ‘d,ZNd,Z~

_-—_-.—. ..—. .....—.—.—.-.. .—___ —.__—.— —— - . .—.—— —.——— . . . — .:
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The peak-to-peak unbalance signal is a photocell current

ih ‘id= Pd(~h ‘~d) (B16)

where ph = pd. At reversal, as detectedby the instrument, ih = id;

therefore,

Substituting equations (B14) and (B15) in equation (B17) yields

-wd,go - &d,g) + ‘djg d~=

J–
a

1 0- ‘d,g)ZdA
%T3&d,2Nd, Z

1-T* *.*

‘2
1 - ~d

The quantity
1
*% is within 10 percent of unity

1- -cd

‘d)g and can be treated as a constant and cancelled

l-%y
=1+%*-T;*. Then, using equation (B13),

1 - T*

Nd,g = T3
‘l&d,ZNd,Z

rA=

(B18)

for all values of

out. Let the ratio

equation (B18)becomes

(B19)
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Divide numerator

tive emissivity

29

J

~3

and denominator by ‘d, g dA. Substitute the effec-.
X2

&r (eq. (B1O)) to yield the calibration equation

‘djg = ‘l&d,2Nd,Z%~ (B20)

where, from equation (B12),
c

2 - &r
~1
3
=T3(1 +p T2T )

213 l+T3(l-&r) (B21)

..-..—— -— ————.—— -—-.——- -
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APPENDIX c

.
CALIBRATION

Temperature Correction for Wavelength Shift
.

The lamp is calibrated with an optical p~ometer that compares the
brightness of the lamp with the brightness of an internal reference
standard in a narrow wavelength interval centered about 6650 A. If the ~

lamp is at a temperature T7, it will produce, at the gas location, 2

yellow radiation of monochromatic sreal intensity

.—?&
‘d,ZTINd,Z = ‘d,2TlclA~5 e

and red radiation of monochromatic areal intensity

C2
.—

-5 e AVTZ
%,2=1%,2 = %Jz=l@v

The optical pyrometer at the gas location, when focused
gives only the equivalent blackbody temperature T; at

for red radiation for which

C2
-—

-5 e XvT~
%,2=1%,2 = Clxv

(cl)

(C2) ‘

upon the lamp,
the gas location

(C3)

Therefore the equivalent blackbody temperature ~ atthe gas location

for yellow radiation for which

C2
-—
~dT~

‘d,2ZlNd,7 = cl~~5 e (C4)

has to be found. Elimination of TZ from equations (Cl) to (C4) yields
.
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The difference between T~ and T; depends mainly upon the deviation

of &v,z and ed,~ from unity. The difference between T; and T;

could exist even if the emissivities &
v,2 and &d,Z were equal.

Assuming values of &vjl and &djz from data given in reference

9 (appendix II, p. 496), figure 12 has been prepared to provide the cor-
b for wavelength shift when the optical pcrometer readingrection T’ - T“

b
~ T{ and the transmission factor %1 are given. The lamp filament tem-
)
j perature of 5100° F shown in this figure is the maximum at which it is

considered safe to operate the lamp without excessively rapid change of
calibration.

Determination of Transmission Factors ‘cl and ‘C3

The determination of ‘Cl‘and ‘C3 is made with the optical pyrom-

eter. Let T1 represent the pyrometer indication when the pyrometer is

focused on the lamp filament, sighting through only the glass bulb. Let
T2 represent the pyrometer indication when the pyrometer is focused on

the lamp filament, sighting back through the window of the optical unit
plus one window added to represent the lamp bulb. Then T of the
optical-unit projection system including the lamp bulb is

The determination can be
tion (C6) canbe used to
glass elements used with

(C2 1
-qq-

T=e

performed at any

1)q (C6)

convenient temperature. Equa-
determine the transmission factor of each of the
the instrument. Then ‘cl and ‘C3 can be cal-

culated from the transmission products:

(%unnel window)(%optical-unitprojection system)

(~2tunnelwindow)(%ef lector)

Determination of Transmission Factor ‘r:

value e = 0.5 or ar

a

is obtainable from table II with either a median

measured &r using equation (Bll).

-. . ..—..-. .-——---.——..——---- _____ .__. _____. —___— ____ —___________
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-Determination of Gas Temperature
‘g

By Wien’s equation, the monochromatic areal intensity Nd,g is

related to the gas temperature ‘g by

C2
.—
XdTg

‘d,g = c1A~5 e (C7)

Combination of equation (C7) with equations (C4) and (7) or (10) allows
introduction of the constant Z:

(C8)

where ‘c can be ‘c:
1

or T:, as well as
%=1 ‘r

‘c~’r~for’a luminous

gas of appendix E. Figure 13 has been prepared to provide the correc-
tion Tg - T~ for transmission factors when T~ and z are given.

Thus, the gas temperature for the double-pass system is obtainable
from the tabulation of the optical-pyrometer reading T{ against

lamp current, figure 12, table II, and figure 13. Table IV shows
these steps in the lamp calibration.
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APPENDIX D

SODIUM INJECTION

Rate of Sodium Injection

.

Assume that a sodium compound is injected into the gas forming a
stream of sodium-containing vapor of circular cross section with diameter

t Y. Let xc represent the number of sodium atoms contained in a unit
,
I mass of the injected compoundj let zV” represent the

atoms per unit volume of the vapor stream. Then the
mass flow w of a compound for two traverses by the

(lJw=-—
2 Jqc

where u is the linesr velocity
given in terms of the gas static

where y is the ratio
constant.

The quantity MY. ...

u

of the gas stresm.
temperature T and

of specific

in equation

number of sodium
required rate of
light beam is

(Dl)

The velocity u is
Mach number as

(D2)

heats and R is the specific gas

(Dl) is proportional to the “optical
depth” of the sodium atoms, which determines the ultimate width and shape
of the D-line. In this report a criterion was chosen for a sodium in-
jection rate sufficient to produce a D-line absorptivity of 0.5 at wave-
lengths 0.5 A from each side of the center wavelen@h ‘o“ A relation

between Wy and this criterion willbe developed in the following
section.

Spectral-Line Width and Shape

The initial absorption-linewidth is predominantly determinedly
Doppler and collision processes; natural damping and hyperfine structure
will be neglected. The absorption line hal..f-maxinnzmwidth caused by the
Doppler effect is given, using equation (33) of reference 10, as

where

1

C!3= 6.55x10-4 A(OR)-~

(D3)

.-.. .—. .— ..—— — -..—. .———-—
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The absorption-line half-maximum width caused by collision of atoms in
flame gases is given, using equation (104) of reference 10, as

where
1

C!*= 2.98 A(OR)Zatm-l

using a gas molecular weight of 28 and an effective

64x10-16 A2@

The shape of an absorption line, illustrated in
by equation (20) of reference 10:

-kXy
NX = Noe

where kly is the “optical depth,”

cient. Substitution of a function

=No(l - ax)

and kA is the

(D4)

3,
co:

cross section of -1

figure 14, is given

(D5)

absorption coeffi-

k= k(A) in equation (D5) can deter-
mine the particular shape of a line. Both Doppler and collision effects
are of interest.

The absorption coefficient due to the Doppler effect is obtained
from equation-(32) of reference 10:

‘X,D = kO,D em -

The absorption coefficient due to the collision effect is obtained from
equation (92) of reference 10:

‘X,L = kO,L

,+[2:- %)]
2

AAL

are
The absorption coefficient when both Doppler and collision effects
present is obtained from equation (94) of reference 10:

‘A,D,L
kO,D (D6)
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where b is a variable of integration. In this equation the inter-
dependence of Doppler and collision broadening is neglected. The inte-
gration has been done by various techniques (e.g., ref. 11), and some
values are given in table IX of reference 10. An independent equation
will now be derived for the ratio k~,D,~ko,D in terms of My.

The Doppler absorption coefficient ko,D in equation (D6) is, using

equation (35) of reference 10,

‘O,D

where

.

rln2#.C5 ——
JC AAD (D7)

= 1.225x10-22 in.3 for 5896 A

= 2.45x10-22 in.3 for 5890A

For the absorptivity criterion that ax,g = 0.5 at A . A. = 0.5 A, as

specified in this report,

-%,D,LY = o 5
%,g=l-e .

or

ln2
%,D,L ‘y (D8)

where ‘-h = 0.5A. Combining equations (D7) and (D8) yields

“’ V“D (*)= (D9)

Thus, the quantity ~y depends upon the initial width Aln and
.

equation (D6). Equation (D9) is plotted in figure 17 for a temperature
of 3700° R, for a D-line at a wavelength of 5896 A, for 2(A - XO) = 0.5,

1.0, or 2.0 A, and the solution of equation (D6). For the other D-line
at a wavelength of 5890 A, the sodium concentrateion would be halved be-
cause C5 is doubled. In figure 17 #y is a minimum at a pressure
corresponding to 2(X - XO) = A~L.

. .. .. . . .. . .. .—..—.—.-.——— — .. —.—- . _ ———— — ——— —..
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By using the curve for 2(X -XO) =

(Dl) and (D2), the flow rate of a-sodium

1 A in figure

compound is

ww SC7N5 p < 20 atm
c

w.—
C8 >?

p s 20 atm

where

C7 = 1.93X1019 atm in:l see-l

C8 = 4.5x1016 atm-l in~l see-l

NACATN 3656

17 with equations

and the gas temperature is 3700° R. ‘Thevalue of w for a gas tempera-
ture of 3700° R is sufficiently accurate over the temperature range of
the instrument.

The absorption coefficient ~,D,L per centimeter depth of gas has

been experimentally determined in reference 12 to be about 1.5x10-13X.
Gas temperature, pressure, and the D-line wavelength are not stated.
This experimental value compares with the calculated value using equation
(D7) and the solution of equation (D6) when i - ~ =0. For a wave-

length of 5890 A, a gas temperature of 3700° R, and a pressure of 1 at-

mosphere, equations (D6) and (D7) yield kO,D,L = 1.3X10-12X per

centimeter,
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APPENDIX E

GAS CONTAMINATION BY SOLID PARTICLES

In the analyses with and without reflector, the gas was assumed
uncontaminated by solid materials. In practice the gas may contain small
luminous particles, such as carbon, or larger particles of foreign mate-
rial. The particles may not be at the gas temperature, and in some cases

. they may be cool enough to be nonluminous.
n
;

Unlike the sodium atom, a solid particle may scatter and reflect a
significant fraction of the light incident upon it, depending upon its
diameter. Thus, an incident-light beam transmittedby a cloud of par-
titles suf.ers an attenuation along the direction of incidence, depend-
ing upon ,he particle diameter, absorptivity of the particle material,
and part.cle concentration in the gas. To the instrument this cloud of
partic~es will seem to have an absorptivity equal to the preceding at-
tenuation. The emissivity will be assumed equal to this absorptivity.

The particle cloud produces mean values %@o and ‘d,p,(that
represent the whole gas cross section; the mean value is designated by
the subscript O (fig. 18(a)). Emissivity &d,p,o Willbe considered

..
independent of wavelen@h in the vicinity of the D-line. Only the con-
dition of a low emissivity (&d,P,O<O.l) will be considered. The mono-

chromatic areal intensity Nd,g represents the mean temperature of only

that part of the gas bearing sodium vapor. Because of nonuiform gas

temperature distribution, or the particles not at the gas temperature,

‘d)g + ‘d,p,O”

In figure 18(b) the radiated intensity from the gas stream is shown
with sodium injected locally. A unifozm distribution of the psrticles
within the gas cross-section width b is assumed. Location of the in-
jected sodium within the cross section is specifiedby the ratio a~b.
With a reflector, the ratio a/b in gas stream 1 becomes a quantity
1- a/b in the reflected image, gas stream 2.

Within the bandwidth A%, the radiation is initiated by both the

particles and the sodium atoms. If limiting values of a~b are con-
sidered (a/b = 1.0 and O), the radiation intensity from streams 1 and 2
d slit i&._bion kd is--

Nl = ‘l&d,p,ONd,p,O

N2 = ‘2&d,p,0Nd~p,O

+ %&d,#d,g

+ ‘2ed,gNd,g
(El)

—.. . .. . ——._. —...—-. _ .-_. .-. -.... — — -———. .- ____ ._._——..—_..—_.— . —...
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where

NACA TN 3656

.

The

new

trsnsmissivity at

For convenience,
vsriable t as

A1=l-
()

‘d,g 1 ‘;

A2=l - a
‘d,g ~

~ = 1- ed,p,~ :

()
B2=l-&d,p, @-~

1

slit position Ad is then

t~=l - ‘l&d,p,O - ‘lsd,g

t2=l- ‘2&d,p,0 - ‘2&d,g}

equations (El) and (E3)

~,=~d,&t-f--N~:)

lJ2=Nd,g~-i+N&:)
r

to=l
- ‘d)p,O

(E2)

(E3)

can be rewritten using the

11(1 - to] Al

1(1-to)A2

t =tl= t+. to(l - ‘d,g)J

Equation (B13) then becomes

‘%--k= =*%2
‘h

}

o

**
~d = =*t2

(E4)

(E5)

(E6)

These equations are used to write the light-flux components in figure 19.

.
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At Ad slit ‘position,

39

At Xh slit position with

‘h,2 = Nd,Z~

lslnpvariables &h ~ . &d,Z and
Y

J’( )
A3

Nd,p,O ‘O(l - ‘O) .X+
‘3Nd,g

‘d,g
‘2

1 -z*t:

The peak-to-peak unbalance signal current from the photocell is

ih - id

where & = ~d+ At reversal, as

therefore,

= @f’h - @ (E9)

detected by the instrument, ih = id;

~h = (pd (E1O)

—... ,-_ . .._ ...—-—. . .. .... . . . .— .-. —————— ...
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Substituting equations (E7) and (E8) in equation (E1O) yields

1(1 . to)A2 t
%, g

‘d,g -I-
1- =*t2

The quantities 1/(1 - Z*t~) and 1/(1 - %*t2) me within 10 percent

of unity for all

celled out. Let

1+ ’r*(tg- tq.

values ‘of
%

the ratio (1 -

Then equation

and can be treated as constant a@ can-

Z*’tZ)/(l- ‘c*t~)be approximated by

(En) becomes

J{A7J‘d,g ~2 @3t + 1)(1 - t) -

‘1-to)i’3tA2+A1’i-N%:)’“3t4%2!l-

= ‘lT3&d,ZNd,Z(1 -t

The independent variable ‘d,g appears

Thus, the two terms in equation (E12) containing t~ - t2 can

bined. In this conibined.term,the approximation is made that

‘T*tg)
J

‘3(+
?q t2)dA (E12)

only within the new variable t.

be com-

.

—
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‘d,g ‘zl%3&d,ZNd,l(l ‘~*t~). That the approximation is good may be

verified by inspection of equations (B20) and (B21)j furthermore, the
third term on the left side of the equation is small compared with all
other terms because of the factors 1 - to and T*2 which are much less
than unity. ‘Then equation (E12) becomes

f{

‘3
‘d,g (%t+l) (l-t} -

[
(1 -to) (%JA2+

‘2

1}(~@o+1)‘:’p’odX=‘l~3&d,2Nd,2(l -
1

T*tg) 1 +
d,g

]1
‘3 (t:-(1 - to).r*(T@o + 1) ‘::;:0 ~ t2)dX (E13)

“4-N%?)+
r

.

.
.

Replacing t, to, Al, and A2 by their equivalent expressions, equations

(E2) and (E5), and dropping &~,p,o (since &d,P,o C< 1.0) yield

‘d,g
J[

‘3 1~(T3+l]’d,g-‘3&:,g-
‘d,p,o{~3T3+l,-~3+1+T3:-;)~-Nf:

[m3-.3:(l-N~.,,g}d
= ‘lT3&d,2Nd,2

[ (]

Ndp,O ~(1 + ~~) 1 + ~*&d,p,0(%3 + 1, N: ~

?

A3

J{ 2gd,g - %,g )(1 - 2~d,p,0)d~A2

J

(E14)
A3

Divide both sides by
AZ &d,gdh. Substitute the effective emissivity

~ (eq. (B1O)) to yield the equation in algebraic form:

‘d,g = ‘l&d,2Nd,2T~i$ (E15)

.. . __________ ______ . . . . . . . ---—--— --—— ———
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where %!
3

is given by equation (11), and ~~, the luminous gas correc-

tion, is

:
+’

J(E16)

A similar equation for a single-pass optical.system is

‘d,g (E17)= ~l&d,#d,3@f

where z!
1

is given by equation (8), and T:, the luminous gas correction,

is

(E18)

in which the ratio a/b is definedby gas stream 1 (fig. 18). The equa-
tions are much simpler for an idealized case. Let the constants of equa-
tion (E16) be a/b = 1.0, ~3 = 1.0, and “C*= Oj for equation (E18) let

Pz = O aud a/b = O. Then,

(E19)

A rule-of-thruibconclusion maybe drawn from this equation. For example,
if the mean gas temperature is less than the temperature at the region
of local injection, @ is less than 1.0. The temperature correction
correspondingto ‘c’!as given by figure 13 is negative, snd the indicated
temperature is too high.

The effective emissivity er may be measured by the procedure of

appendix B. Since ~d,p,o is independent of wavelength, its average .
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and effective values are equal. The values of ‘d,p,O and Nd,p,o/Nd,g

may be measured by different methods depending upon whether the-p~ticle
and gas temperatures are equal or unequal. A method valid for unequal
particle and gas temperatures is the “Two-Path Method with Comparison
Source” described in reference 2. This method is used in the pyrometer
of reference 4.

Local sodium injection is not used. The reflector is removed, and
an optical pyrometer is sighted on the particles and lamp as in calibra-
tion (single pass through gas). Let T1 represent the pyrometer indica~

tion with gas flow and with the ribbon-filament lamp ’turnedoff. Let T2

represent the pyrometer indication with gas flow and the lamp turned on.
Let T3 represent the pyrometer indication without gas flow and with the

lamp turned on, using the same value of lamp current as for T2. Temper-

ature T3 may be obtained from the “lampcalibration data if appropriate

correction is made for the presence of a tunnel vindow. Then,

o+,p,o=l -e -H’’-4+Riw “
This method measures the absorptivity at the pyrometer wavelength of
6650 A. The particles are assumed to be gray-body radiators and, as
previously stated, Kirchhoffrs law is assumed. Then,

Let T4 represent

reversal pyrometer with
rection for particles.

‘d,p,O = %,p,o

the local temperature determined by the line-

local sodium injection, before applying the cor-
Then Nd,p,o/Nd,g is, approximately,

()

C2 1

‘dypyo = e
-~q-~

‘d,g ‘d,p,O

.

—.———.. —..—
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TABLE I. - VALUES OF z:

‘r I

t

0.30

0 0.95
.50 .98
.75 .99

1.00 1.00

T1

0.40 0.65 0.75 0.85

0.92 0.81 0.76 0.71
.96 .89 .85 .83’
.98 .94 .93 .91

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
—

TABLEII. - VALUES OF Z;

‘r I ‘C3

0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90

E0.3 0.4

0 0.85 0.88
.50 .81 .83
.75 .77 .79

1.00 .73 .75

‘1
0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3

I I I I

0.89 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.96
.85 .87 .89 .92 .93
.82 .85 .87 .90 .92
.78 .80 .83 .86 .89Id0.4 0.3 0.4

0.99 0.99 1.03
.97 .98 1.01
.95 .96 1.00
.92 .94 .98

.
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TABLE III. - SPEC13?IC~ION OF MAJOR OPTICAL COMPONENTS

47

Symbol Specification

‘1 Reference lmqp: ri%%on filament; 6 v; 18 smp; G.E. Mazda Code
18A/TIO/2P-6V; medium prefocus base; filament projected area,
2mmby 8mm

T2 Alinement lamp: G.E. type 1493, 6 v

T3 Photomultiplier: type 931-A

L~ Achromat condensing lens: biconvex, 34-mm diam., 65-mm focal
length

L2 Achromat condensing lens: piano-convex, 2-in. diam., 5-in.
focal length

‘3 Achromat objective lens: 31.2-mm diam., 131.4-mm focal length,

Bausch and Lomb Cat. No. 61-21-11-023
L4 Cylindrical surface objective lens: piano-convex, l/4-in.

diam., 7/16-in. focal length, cylinder axis horizontal
L5 Condensing lens: piano-convex, l/2-in. diam., l-in. focal

length
L6 Achromat spectroscope lens: 32-mm diam., 230-mm focal length,

Bausch and Lomb Cat. No. 71-21-35-022

L7 Achromat eyepiece lens: 9/16-in. diam., 1~-in. focal length

‘1 Splitter plate: 2+ in. by ~ in. by 1/8 in.; flat to lk;

coated for 30 percent reflection, 70 percent transmission;
Liberty Mirror Division of Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. coat
No. 300

P2 Light trap: black velvet, l..in. by 2+ in.

P3 Light trap: window glass, l; in. by 2* in. by 1/8 in., painted

black on rear side

P4
25

Window: ~-in. diam. by% in., flat to l/2k

P5 Reflector: corner-cube prism type, 2-in. depth from apex to
face, 90° angles *2 min., total reflecting surfaces flat to
l/4h, face is convex with 49-in. rad., BSC-2 glass

p6 Mirror:
3

~ in. by 1= in. by ~ in., flat to l/4A, aluminized

‘7 Mirror: 1/2 in. by 9/16 in. by 1/16 in., rhodium coated

p8 Pellin-Broca type prism: ~-in. square aperture, DF-3 glass,
116

reflecting surface flat %0 l/4A, refracting surfaces flat
to l/2A

..—.—. .-—...— .—---- ._. .—._.— ——.— —c —.. .—.—._.- -——--— .---—.—
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TABLE III. - Concluded. SPECIFICATION OF MAJOR OFTICAL COMPONENTS

Syribol Specification

P9 Splitter plate:
3.

:=-=n” ‘am”;
1/16 in. thickj flat to l/2kj

“coatedfor 22 percent reflection, 78 percent transmission at
D-line; Liberty Mirror Division of Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
Co. coating type 90-430.

%0 Mirror:
Xl.

1 in. by l= in. by 3/16 in., flat to l/2A, aluminized

%1 Color filter: Corning Glass Works Spec. No. 2-73, Code No.
2934, 1/3 stock thickness

s~ Aperture: 3/16 in. highby 5/8 in. wide

‘2a Slit: 0.002 in. highby 13/64 in. tide

’52b Slit: 0.045 in. wide by 1/4 in. high

s~ Slit: 0.003 in. highby 1/4 in. tidej amplitude, 0.008 in.
peak-to-peak motionj D-line separation, 0.002 in.
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TABLE IV. - CALIBRATION OF IAMT

[&r = 0.5, T1 = 0.44, T3 = 0.73, ‘t:= 0.86]

8.64
9.44
9.96

10.72
11.44
12.04
12.72
13.40
14.08
15.00
16.00

I o;- 1%-%
I I OF I

2190
2375
2485
2635
2760
2865
2970
3080
3170
3310
3445

38
45
49
54
59
63
67
72
76
83
89

12228
2420
2534
2689
2819
2928
3037
3152
3246
3393
3534

:orrection Calibration
Por ‘r:,

‘g-%
OF

-25
-28
-31
-34
-37
-40
-43
-46
-48
-51
-55

temperature,

‘g

2203
2392
2504
2655
2782
2888
2994
3106
3198
3342
3479

2663
2852
2964
3115
3242
3348
3454
3566
3658
3802
3939

49

.—. —.—. _ ...-—— .——.. ——..
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Optical

Sodium-compound
metering pump7

~::,=.
Electrical unit _ ‘“”::,,’::.:{-“’”””1 x

“Figure 1. - Self-balancing line-reversal

-

pyrometer.
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‘X

D-line brightn
Reversal
D-line dark

A?y

A

me

Figure 3. - Monochromaticareal intensityat spectroscope,with
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Figure 4. - Light flux transmittedby spectroscopeslit.
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(b) Spectroscope, side view.

Figure 8. - Arrangement of optical components. (Sydols defined intable III.)
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Figure 12. - Temperature correction for wavelength shift from 6650 A
to 5893 A.
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Figure 13. - Temperature correction for transmission factors at wavelength of
5893 A.
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Figure 15. - Comparison of self-balancing and manual operations.
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Figure 17. - Sodium concentration against static pressure. Temperature, 3700° R; wave-

length, 5896 A; 8x, 0.5.
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